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QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Period Covering January 11, 2010 – April 10, 2011
Financial Assistance Agreement #FAA080094
Planning and Design of the Walking Box Ranch Property

Executive Summary











UNLV participated in the two-day 65% Design Development project meeting and
assisted in planning and design of the future WBR museum and field/research
station.
UNLV held several internal meetings to advance planning for IT and security at
the ranch.
UNLV (Cline) and BLM (McAboy) have begun a series of meetings regarding
updating the current Task Order, requesting a two-year no-cost extension for the
two Assistance Agreements, and to develop a concept plan for the future WBR
operating agreement between BLM and UNLV.
Weather station progress included adding a Pyrheliometer that measures solar
radiation received to the station. Progress was made in making past weather
information available via the website, and two technical papers on renewable
energy were submitted for publication.
UNLV has begun funding a UNLV photography project at the ranch that involves
documenting historic land use in the Mojave Desert.
Progress on the Multimedia Field Guides project that will develop and
disseminate a modern geological and environmental field guide includes: 1)
remote sensing and geologic data collection for the WBR area, 2) development of
a preliminary geologic/surface-type map of the region, and 3) testing of
technology at the field site.
PLI educators (Allison Brody and Amy Page) will submit an application to the
Clark County School District (CCSD) for a Professional Development workshop
on Environmental Literacy in April 2011. The workshop, which will be held at
the ranch, will be directed at sixth, seventh, and ninth grade teachers who teach
earth science, life science and environmental science, and offer one professional
development credit.
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A final business plan was received by UNLV from Dornbusch and Associates,
and was disseminated to BLM and AECOM team leaders. UNLV and BLM will
meet to discuss the plan in April 2011.

Summary of Attachments






65%DD_Meeting_Notes.pdf
WBR_Lab_Comments
Night_low light photography at WBR.pdf
WeatherStation Mar 2011.doc
Multimedia_Progress_040111.doc

Planning and Design, and Construction Phase Items:
1. Provide BLM with consultation and advise to assist the BLM in defining the
scope of work for the design of this project. The UNLV shall coordinate with
the University departments and schools and act as the academic focal point for
information relative to the design of the Science and Training Center for arid
land studies.




UNLV participated in a two-day 65% Design Development to review progress
to this point on the architecture and engineering planned for the ranch. The
meeting was held in the PLI conference room on the UNLV campus on March
1-2, 2011. (See Attachment WBR_65%DD_Notes. Pdf)
UNLV coordinated a meeting between AECOM and Viceroy Mining on
March 3, 2011, the day after the meeting, for AECOM to visit the Castle
Mountain gold deposit to view the rhyolite and discuss Viceroy’s delivery of
the rock to the ranch.

2. Participate in all phases of scoping and planning meetings and meetings with
the BLM’s planners, architects, and contractors for the design and development
of the Walking Box Ranch as a Science, Research, and Training Center and
Museum for the study of arid lands and development of the Headquarters as a
Museum and interpretive center. The UNLV’s participation is to provide input
to the BLM relevant to the specific educational and research goals of the
project.




UNLV participated in the 65% Design Development meeting on March 1-2,
2011. See the first item under Planning and Design, immediately above.
UNLV has provided meeting notes, comments on design work sheets, and
items to be included in the research building laboratories to BLM.
The quantity and sizes of rhyolite rock needs to be determined following
project startup. UNLV will work with project architects to determine the
required material, and will then work with Viceroy Mining to obtain the
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material. ARG is currently working with stone masons to determine
quantities and sizes.
Peg Rees, Jean Cline, and Jennifer Johnson toured a UNLV campus chemistry
lab to identify needs for the laboratory that will be in the research building at
the ranch. A list of items to include was provided to ARG and AECOM. (See
Attachment WBR_Lab_Comments.)
Jean Cline was recently in Denver on another project and met with Ed Giani
on the afternoon of March 23, 2011, to discuss strategies to develop an
operating agreement that will be acceptable to BLM.
Jean Cline and Robbie McAboy met on April 1, 2011, to discuss strategies for
BLM to modify existing Task Orders for funding dates to agree with
Assistance Agreement dates, to request a two-year no-cost extension for the
Assistance Agreements, and to begin discussion on the future operating
agreement.
UNLV has hired Bobbie Antonich, a former federal employee who has
specialized in improving efficiency between department and facilitating
meetings, as a new UNLV WBR team member. Antonich will facilitate
meetings to arrive at an operation strategy that meets the needs of both BLM
and UNLV.

3. Assist BLM in developing the environmental assessment by providing technical
input and review of the draft environmental assessment.


There were no environmental assessment activities this quarter. However,
UNLV is aware that BLM is working on completing this assessment so that
geotechnical investigations at the ranch can begin on schedule. UNLV is
available to help as needed.

4. Provide technical and academic advice to BLM in the development of the
museum facilities, by conducting research into the historic records of the ranch
and providing recommendations about the appropriate interpretive and
environmental education programs that may be presented at the ranch.





UNLV received research proposals from UNLV faculty including geologist
Elisabeth Hausrath and biologist Scott Abella. Additional information is
being sought from both faculty members regarding their proposals.
UNLV has received a research proposal from UNLV faculty member Julian
Kilker, Associate Professor, Emerging Technologies, School of Journalism
and Media Studies. Kilker’s teaching and research examines infrastructure
and technological “lifecycles” from beginning (design) to end (obsolescence),
and also testing of digital imaging under extreme conditions. The applied
portion of this work involves documenting historic land use in the Mojave
Desert. UNLV has provided start-up funding for Kilker to begin a
photographic study of the ranch. (See Attachment Night_low light
photography at WBR.pdf.)
Weather Station accomplishments:
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o Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer (NIP) has been added to the weather
station and the weather station has been moved to a new location. The
pyrheliometer measures the amount of radiation received per unit area by
a surface perpendicular to the position of the sun, a measurement used to
evaluate solar resources of a specific location.
o The web interface and data management system has been improved to
allow the users to access the historic weather data.
o A full technical paper on the solar PV studies has been submitted to the
ASME Energy Sustainability 2011 conference. Title: Experimental
Comparison and Economic Analysis of PV Technologies for Utility Scale
Installations.
o A review of the energy efficient building envelope components has been
further improved. A preliminary draft has been prepared for a journal
publication. Title: Passive Building Energy Savings: A Review of
Building Envelope components.
o See attachment WeatherStation Mar 2011.doc for a complete update on
the weather station and related research.
UNLV is funding an education project to develop and disseminate a modern
geological and environmental field guide designed to engage and educate
students and the public at the Walking Box Ranch field station in Southern
Nevada. A series of geospatially-enhanced pod/vodcast-style field guides is
being developed in which participants at the ranch observe the landscape
while guided by audio tracks, remote sensing imagery, and digital animations.
Aimed at the inexperienced user, the employment of hand-held devices will
provide users the ability to tailor their experience and view information about
remote sensing, geology, and geospatial technology.
Recent work for the development of the guide has included 1) remote
sensing and geologic data collection for the WBR area, 2) development of a
preliminary geologic/surface-type map of the region, and 3) testing of
technology at the field site.
During the next quarter efforts will be focused on generating media
content, including audio and video-based geologic overview of the region,
treatment of basic geologic concepts, and modules that connect the geologic
and climatic history to local landscape observations.
See Attachment Multimedia_Progress_040111.doc for quarterly progress.
Rex Bell, Jr. continues to use UNLV-prepared inventories of items that he
owns, to determine which items he will donate or sell to UNLV for inclusion
in the planned museum at Walking Box Ranch. He currently anticipates
donating all materials he has for the blacksmith shop, and would like to sell to
UNLV historic and antique furniture that he has, some of which was used in
the ranch house by his parents.

5. Contribute technical and educational-based assistance to the BLM for the
BLM’s consideration during construction development for the Science and
Training Center and Museum as it relates to the future operations of these
facilities as education centers.
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UNLV held internal security meetings to determine how to identify necessary
security systems for the ranch. We have decided to hire a consultant and are
now negotiating with a selected firm regarding scope of work.
UNLV has held internal IT meetings to indicate on building plans those rooms
and building that need data drops and other related IT equipment. UNLV IT
continues to investigate strategies to best provide connectivity between UNLV
and the ranch.
PLI educators (Allison Brody and Amy Page) have nearly completed an
application to the CCSD for a Professional Development workshop on
Environmental Literacy. The workshop will be directed at sixth, seventh, and
ninth grade teachers who teach earth science, life science and environmental
science. The workshop, which will be held at WBR in November 2011, will
last about 2.5 days, will require 15 hours of contact time, and will offer one
professional development credit. The application will be submitted to the
Clark County School District in April 2011.

6. Provide input and feedback to the BLM during the construction of the Field
Research and Training Center and the Museum.


The project is not under construction at this time.

Phase 1 Deliverables:
1. Provide a Facility and Future Needs Alignment Report that will identify the
types of future research and training programs that will be conducted at
Walking Box Ranch Field Research and Training Center and Museum. The
report will also include a matrix that aligns predicted future activities with
facility, construction, furnishing, and equipment needs.


This report will be prepared after BLM has approved of the recently received
business plan and after a conceptual plan for operation of the ranch after
construction is identified by BLM and UNLV. Jean Cline and Robbie
McAboy have a meeting scheduled for April 12, 2011, to discuss the business
plan. Meetings will continue over the summer 2011, to work towards a
conceptual future operations plan.

2. Assist the BLM in developing a Preservation Plan for Existing Structures on
the Headquarters Parcel of the Walking Box Ranch.


UNLV continues to work with project architects to determine how best to
renovate the historic buildings for preservation. This quarter UNLV facilities
personnel provided information and photographs of building damage to BLM
and the architecture team.
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3. Provide a Business Plan detailing anticipated future research, training, and
other use goals and a financial plan for reaching those goals. The Business
Plan should also describe income and operations and maintenance costs.


UNLV has received the final version of the business plan from Dornbusch and
Associates and has distributed the plan to BLM and the Architecture team.
UNLV (Cline) and BLM (McAboy) will meet to discuss the plan on April 12,
2011.

Phase 2 Deliverables:
1. Prepare a Project Development Plan that reflects UNLV’s Business Plan. The
Project Development Plan should refine the anticipated research, residential
training activities, and Museum use; identify recommended new facilities and
renovations; outline construction; and plan center management (print and
PDF).


The project development plan, which is essentially the future operating plan,
is now under initial discussion between UNLV and BLM. We anticipate
having a facilitated workshop this summer to produce a conceptual operating
plan that meets the needs of both BLM and UNLV. An agreement that details
future operations will follow

2. Assist the BLM in creating a detailed Work Plans for each aspect of project
development such as, but not limited to, existing building use, new construction,
interpretive programs, and center management, based upon the Comprehensive
Master Plan and Preservation Plan.


The detailed work plans will be a component of the future operating plan,
which is now being discussed in initial meetings between UNLV and BLM

Phase 3 Deliverables:
1. Assist in the development of Facilities Design Drawings according to the
recommendations of the Comprehensive Master Plan generated by the SAT
project, in conformance with existing significant architectural features and
historical attributes of the property, in a fashion responsive to LEED goals to
the extent funding permits, and to meet all property easements.


UNLV has assisted BLM this quarter through participation in the 65% Design
Development meeting held this month, which evaluated the progress of the
facility design.

2. Assist in the development of Facilities Design Drawings for the preservation of
facilities according to the recommendations of the Comprehensive Master Plan
Walking Box Ranch – Design · Quarterly Progress Report
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and Preservation Plan in conformance with historical and architectural
attributes of the buildings and property, and to meet all property easements.


UNLV has assisted BLM this quarter through participation in the 65%
Development Design meeting held this month, in which we have evaluated the
progress of the facility design.

Phase 4 Deliverables (During Construction):
1. Provide the BLM consultation and advice during construction to help the BLM
ensure the construction meets the goals of the project.


The project is not under construction at this time.

2. Provide the BLM consultation and advice as needed during renovation of
preserved facilities, to help the BLM ensure that the renovation meets goals of
projects and is in accordance with historical restoration requirements and
according to approved designs.


Project buildings are not being renovated at this time. However, UNLV is
working with BLM to plan future renovations. UNLV facilities personnel met
with members of the architecture team at the ranch following the 65% DD
meeting to point out areas that have been damaged, and which need repair.

Phase 5 Deliverables:
1. Assess and identify furnishings and equipment based upon facility needs;
provide the BLM information related to furnishings and equipment for new and
preserved facilities so that the BLM can procure these items, within project
funding under this Cooperative Assistance Agreement. The UNLV may provide
additional furnishings and equipment outside of this Agreement at the UNLV’s
sole discretion.


While we are not acquiring furnishings at this time, we are continuing to work
with Rex Bell Jr. about his desire to see original ranch furnishings now in his
possession returned to the ranch. For further details see the fifth item under
Task 4 above.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT PLAN
Walking Box Ranch – Planning and Design
Year One Deliverables

Percent Complete as
July 10, 2010

Plan for Completion

Planning and Design:
1.

Provide BLM with
consultation and advice in
defining the scope of the
design of the Science and
Training Center.

50%

Continue to consult and advise
BLM in the scope of design of
the training center

2.

Participate in all phases of
scoping and planning team
meetings for the design and
development of WBR as a
Science, Research, and
Training Center and
Museum.
Assist BLM in developing
the environmental assessment
process with technical input
and review of drafts.

50%

Continue to participate in scoping
and planning of the Museum and
the training center.

65%

Provide technical and
academic advice to BLM in
development of the museum
facilities with
recommendations of
interpretive and
environmental programs for
presentation at the Ranch.
Contribute technical and
educational-based assistance
to the BLM for the BLM’s
consideration during
construction development for
the Science and Training
Center and Museum as it
relates to the future
operations of these facilities
as education centers.
Provide input and feedback to
BLM during the construction
of Field Research and
Training Center and the
Museum.
Phase 1 Deliverables:

50%

Continue to work with EDAW
and BLM on the Environmental
Assessment process, scheduled to
be complete later summer/early
fall 2009, but now delayed until
2010.
Continue to provide technical and
academic advice for interpretive
and environmental programs.

Provide a Facility and Future
Needs Alignment Report that
will identify the types of
future research and training

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.
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50%

Continue to contribute technical
and educational-based assistance
to the BLM for the Science and
Training Center and Museum.

0%

Project is not under construction.

20%

Work with faculty at UNLV to
identify future research and
training programs and incorporate
8

programs that will be
conducted at Walking Box.
2.

3.

Assist the BLM in
developing a Preservation
Plan for Existing Structures
on the Headquarters Parcel of
the Walking Box Ranch.
Provide a Business Plan
detailing anticipated future
research, training, and other
use goals and a financial plan
for reaching those goals.

Phase 2 Deliverables:
Prepare a Project
Development Plan that
reflects UNLV’s Business
Plan. The Project
Development Plan should
refine the anticipated
research, residential training
activities, and Museum use.
2. Assist the BLM in creating a
detailed Work Plans for each
aspect of project development
based upon the
comprehensive master plan
and preservation plan.
Phase 3 Deliverables:
1. Assist in the development of
Facilities Design Drawings
according to
recommendations of the
comprehensive master plan
generated by the SAT
projects.
2. Assist in the development of
facilities design drawings for
the preservation of facilities
according to the
recommendations of the
Comprehensive Master Plan
and Preservation Plan.
Phase 4 Deliverables (During
Construction):
1. Provide the BLM
consultation and advice
during construction to help
the BLM ensure the
1.
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50%

in report. This will be completed
in 2010 in conjunction with a
business plan.
Work with BLM and ARG
architects to develop preservation
for existing structures.

80%

A final version of a detailed
business plan has been prepared
by Dornbusch and Associates.
This plan has been distributed to
BLM and the AECOM team.
UNLV and BLM are scheduled to
meet and discuss the plan in mid
April.

0%

This will begin after a business
plan is developed.

10%

This will begin as the project
progress resumes.

50%

We will continue to work with
BLM, AECOM and AECOM
subcontractors to assist with
design of the facilities

50%

We will continue to work with
BLM, AECOM and AECOM
subcontractors to assist with
design of the facilities

0%

The project is not yet in
construction.

9

2.

1.

construction meets the goals
of the project.
Provide the BLM
consultation and advice as
needed during renovation of
preserved facilities, to meet
goals of the project.
Phase 5 Deliverables:
Assess and identify
furnishings and equipment
based upon facility needs;
provide the BLM information
related to furnishings and
equipment for new and
preserved facilities so that the
BLM can procure these
items, within project funding
under this Cooperative
Assistance Agreement.

0%

The project is not in construction.

25%

We are in the process with Rex
Bell Jr of completing an
inventory or items he will donate
or sell to be exhibited in the
planned museum at the ranch.
Most equipment and furnishing
planning will occur during the
construction period.

Submitted by:

04/10/11
Margaret N. Rees,
Principal Investigator
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ATTACHMENTS
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WBR 65% DD Meeting: Day 1; March 1, 2011
2 week review period; complete through BLM
Next submittal is 100%; then construction docs
Need to schedule value analysis process; Phil will bring this person in and do this, then
do 100% after that in April; will schedule this week
Facilitator runs process, normally 3 days; Phil and Cathleen walks design team through
process; then VA team walks through complete project; all meet last day and go
through design; need to decide who will be on design team; will impact 100% design
timing
Exhibit plans done concurrently; V strong DD set, not final construction designs; does
include design, build, and install exhibits
Bid process couple months; have contractor early on board by spring, begin construction
in April, then build; BLM process (NOC) team takes about 3 months; Ed’s job is to
get things through;
EA and BA(?): Robbie, received final copy last week; update needed, waiting on Fish
and Wildlife; hoping to have their opinion by April; then 30 day comment period;
holding up geottech work; Phil: not a big problem; geotech feels optimistic about
punching holes unless caliche
Fred: needs conductivity testing (Chad – not done yet); Fred use temperature test and
monitor ground T at different depths;
Chad: tank needs to be replaced; have deferred maintenance money available; need to
coordinate requests; how much test cost? (conductivity and temperature); thinks
about $12K
Fred: need to size well field, how many wells; two different types of systems: Earthlink
vs ground loop?; needs to be paramount part of VA; l
Phil: lay these on the table and decide which way to go;
Fred: hard to do before VA, but possible
Phil: tank replacement is the historic tank; one new tank will replace the two there
originally; approved by fire marshal
Cathleen: will be replaced in current location and similar type of tank
Phil: existing potable well hose will go away; well there now, and that will go away also;
issues: screened w/ something problematic; build new well
Bob: our water right is for 20/g/minute; can keep pump as spare; water rights issue; well
will go w/in 300’ of earlier well; point of diversion is 64 well location; existing well
not correct; still have to change from cattle to domestic; stopped bc of changing well
location; will change to domestic after we put well in;
Peg: need to get this change nailed so it doesn’t kill project
Bob: has talked to people and has this sorted out; this is fast track element in separate
chunk so as soon as have ok will get this done
Chad: well abandonment; have $200K to replace well and ….; usually getting funding in
place is hard, but that is done; can proceed forward at BLM for design build, plug
well; if incorporate testing can complicate; new tank – suggestions? (Bob: this in
design as 65%);
Bob: two wells to abandon including current well; documentation to person for cost
analysis;

Chad: doesn’t have funding for new well or abandoning current well;
Bob thinks new tank will cost $110K so with $80 to abandon well is ~ equal to what
Chad has (~$207K)
Chad: how do we fast track this element of the project?
Ed: BLM historically does things in pieces, keep this as part of whole process; water
utilities is usually there so can see as being separate; but can be problem to do
separately
Chad: can we transfer funds to task order?
Ed: can have task order that draws from 2 pots
Robbie: do we have money?
Chad: yes
Ed: is it reasonable to do this separately?
Chad: BLM can do well abandonment, what is left can be used for tank when done later;
Ed: have pot of money; should work to use for different parts of project; he needs to
confirm this; and get email in writing
Bob: may want to use this old well for the geoexchange;
Phil: can use the new existing hole also
Bob: 64 well and existing well have static water depth at 700’
Chad: before any construction have well plugged
If hole stays; do chain link fence around hole
Bob: do have water rights, but formality
Chad: thinks this is low risk,
Bob: domestic/ag – to quasi municipal
Chad: former NV state eng on board w/ BLM now helping with this
Ed: will check w/ procurement people on what options are viable
Bob: water testing, unknowns for As and other components, designing for this making
assumptions w/o actual data; need this info to fine-tune it; perc test held up by EA;
Bob: testing – wait for drilling of new well and add to drilling contract to drill
water and test for all components in new well; water test will cost ~$1000k1700K; consider it a health issue; details in project support data book: page 14;
do NOT do VOCs sampling methods critical; how do we figure this out;; Any
lab certified to do water tests; Jean will coordinate with Bob and Chad and
Robbie to make sure this is done right
Ed: rules and parameters for VA so we in theory should not participate…; who from
UNLV not on proj; poss Dave Frommer or Jennifer will find someone; Jennifer: poss
sit in…; Jennifer can represent the facilities part not; Jennifer will help sort out
person; Robbie will be there as owner; looking at mid April (week of 11th) for VA
Ed: project can override VA recommendation if doesn’t work for specific project
Phil: don’t need VA team to step way back in history, bc we have done these in
workshops
Cathleen: normally VA has alternatives so they will present alternatives for VA to
consider
Break

Phil begins ppt w/ overview of new package; tortoise fencing along entry road; and
around the part of the 40 acres on the E sid of the road and “cattle guards”; ~ $100K
cost;
Road and parking; curbs; interpretation kiosk by drop off;
Barn: will take barn down and rebuild; on 2’ slope; add floor; only place for some
earthwork
All native plants, some irrigation first few yrs
Security/fencing from corral fences, gates, and fencing
Light brown is paving; dk is existing material
Cathleen: do we have charging station for public vehicles (not so far)
Keeping core pretty much as now is;
Buildings about 2 steps up to keep above drainage/flooding; can slope for wheel chairs
Around ranch house: restoring rings around trees as shown in Clara Bow pictures;
historic steerhead…
Wall and flag poles stay; walk to So with fencing
Pool: potential products w/ glass cast in or loose
No change in surfacing of corrals for parking;
Plan for 3 rail fence around property
Robbie is working on the SHPO connection and has emailed them the link to the EA
Someone needs to take the lead on this to make sure it happens, presumably BLM
Phil: go to cemetery; rock gardens there also
Lunch
Bob: facilities on entrance road; road paved through site for now; drainages cross road
before ranch; flood events are “tremendous”; see book for details, 1000 cfs so big
river; concrete drainage crossings if pave road; if gravel, leave open and regrade or
other possibility (concrete in bottom); don’t do culvert bc drainages move;
On-site: rerouting drainages through site; install drainage settlement equip; stop flow, get
credits; route water around buildings
Utilities: waste water; piping; following existing disturbed areas; drain fields is SSE of
tennis court
New well will be between existing and 64 well; trying to keep in aquifer; limited to 10
g/minute; aiming for 40K gal for tank; most are 44K bc of panel size; well will pump
water through treatment system and into tank; need 50 psi minimum to buildings, but
also want to store water; water line loop around campus, fire dept requirement were
20 psi and 50 g/min; determines piping; so loop has to have ability to be pressurized;
2 pumps in system control day to day operation; third pump that can pump out water
needed if fire; several pumps handle different demands; single loop means water in
tank will turn over and not be static/get stale; fire hydrants along line by buildings;
hydrants within 300’ of buildings; 6” pipe so right angles not a problem with friction
loss; not important until get down to 2”;
Chad: Need onsite metering system to monitor and for display;

For display, can do calculation for display purposes;
Jennifer: hydration station; infrared to get water out into your own bottle; filtered water;
cold or ambient
Chad and Peg: hose bibs, esp where we will have events;
Bob: waste water:
Chad: tank issues, confined space, water is stratified and Cl stays on bottom; insulate?
Don’t pick dark color;
Bob: waste water: reuse admin and RH and ? septic tanks; waste water to central
system; septic tanks by RV parking; poss gravity flow but doubtful; other buildings to
central system also tween new bh an rh; all goes into drain field; have to design for
the max number of people in all bldgs, this is max use; ave use based on bus plan is
much smaller; so diff tween regs for high and ave use; 3500 vs 7000 g/d; design with
storage and not have to drain for max all the time; set up to comply with regulations,
downsize system by having storage components for major events; maintenance
required; water treatment : pumps, water tanks, controls; contractor must train UNLV
on all components and UNLV has to maintain; septic: pumps, alarms, controls;
again, UNLV will have to maintain; train caretaker on some/much of this; alarm
system go back to UNLV
Peg and Bob: drain fields: restore top; difference in veg type, no deep rooted vegetation;
no odor; venting associated; wind from SW
Bob: Drainfield sited to take advantage of gravity flow and be downgrade from well;
Clark Co get copies of design as a courtesy;
Chad: issue of trails over drain field?
Phil: can adjust location trail to accommodate
Chad: experience of odor problems in desert; worthwhile putting in lift station to move
central area further out
Bob will look at moving leach field and central location
Ron: electrical; get utility run underground line to buildings; Pv install for future (?);
run high voltage around site to run large pump and step down for buildings; conduits
for IT and security follow these, other items also will follow power conduits;
Chad: might power co be planning to relocate overhead line? Can we put line UG?
Phil: this will cost a lot
Chad: they will put this item on their list to pursue (putting power line UG) and see if
they have any pull with NV energy;
Phil: meter electricity?
Chad: yes; meter every building;
Jennifer: meter every building
Cathleen: will try to hide but don’t have this information now
Chad: collect energy data and monitor remotely?
Ron: yes
Fred: easy to meter separate uses
Chad: need to heat some percent of domestic hot water using green technology
Fred: doing this with geothermal
Suresh: 50 kw system can make net zero w/o rebate; cost $220K; NV energy gives a
rebate; get to $150K cost; 1 kw system
To get cost to net zero, can get it in 7 yrs but no federal rebates;

Chad: doesn’t like solar panels on roofs; service panels; maintenance is biggest issue;
Phil: design for incorporation
Chad: great compromise, have infrastructure in place
Jean get email calculations to me and I’ll distribute
Mike: IT needs, limited info on what is needed; questions; they’ll design as if new
building on campus; local network – what is all on campus; and then connecting to
UNLV; depends on what space is used for; working on establishing a microwave
connection; they’ll work with vendors on this;
Towers in and we just pay vendor?
Mike: they are working with BLM; he sent info on peaks; not a distance issue, two
locations: Nelson and Black Mtn; working with vendor on pricing; more difficult
question about what is needed on ranch;
Add this to list for meeting w/ Peg
Fred: one computer monitors campus and communicates with UNLV;
Need IT-related conference/conf call
Jennifer will take lead in getting UNLV response to this together; UNLV meet first and
then have conference call with others
All done in less than 2 weeks with writing; Shooting for April 13 to have this together;
Mike: use water tank or some tall structure for some “dish”; elevate 20-30’; or on cottage
bldg;
Chad: off-site component; where does this fall? Ed: equipment; Mike: there will be
monthly costs; licensing costs; needs to be in business plan – can be $1K/mo;
Peg: come up with 2-3 alternatives w/ various pricing
Phil: there is no funding in project for IT anything above conduit running; end user
has to pay for this
Chad: depending on VA, poss to put this in
Robbie: develop line item for this so when we have meeting about VA
Mike: in our meeting talk about AV as well;
Chad: they can do their monitoring with cell phone connection;
Mike: once he know what is needed he can come up with costs
Big cost is establishing connectivity to campus
Cathleen: there are line items for phones, etc, some items – probably just for conduit;
Robbie: funding was for everything, so no additional funds;
Jean – find security consultant and get them onboard to do security review
SNPLMA CSAR funding pot – remember this
Chad: may be able for BLM to provide wiring in conduit
Cathleen: Buildings
Each bldg has letter code and various building docs separated by category
Barn: working w/ structural eng an need to take apart and build floor, and rebuild
Heavier timbers, detail as is; reuse as possible; new roof; salvage old roof that will go
inside and look the same; but include insulation between that and the new outer roof
Ice house: will get permanent floor
RH: will restore garage doors;
BH/Admin: keep slab and interior/some? New roof, walls, porch

Ed: Code issue for bathrooms: BLM – need more toilets in men; can Cathleen redo code
recommendation; “we think RH will not ever hold 300 people, etc;
Bob: has done this using the business plan to predict number of people/visitors; “111
people on average peak day”; in spring in 2033 slightly larger number
Adria: code analysis, can do for barn….
Bob: other sites designed for max reasonable people and bring in port-a-potties;
Adria: planning to write this up and explain; code requires 6 more fixtures for men and
for women
Ed: agrees that they add a toilet to men’s and write up explanation
Blacksmith shop: wood, simple, metal roof;
Jean: think about AV equipment for amphitheater; no conditioning
BH: commons and two guest wings; covered porch; rhy base and chimney; metal cool
roof; block construction, lime plaster finish; guest wings; cement board siding over
sibs panels;
Kitchen: 2 sets of equipment for kitchen; if caterer comes and uses to prepare food, NV
health dept requires commercial kitchen and go through their review process and have
to have special equipment, etc; requirements are that can do individual and caterer
prep; but have to design for higher level caterer prep
Decision: go with no commercial kitchen
Check code about having fireplace
Wed, March 2;
Cathleen, continues through bldgs
Classroom; divides into 2 room; total seats ~50; one moveable partition
Concerns about birds; how to keep them from nesting and pooping at tops of bldgs
Jean and Peg detail lab; sink; eye wash; fridge/freezer; Jennifer can lead us through
campus; MPE; scope space, computer space;
Shop: Jennifer will figure out what goes in here
Sink will be in maintenance room;
Maintenance room is the central janitorial room/storage room
Camping pavilion; no cooling but heating; good fan system
Brenda: compost?
Phil: bring bins in to do this
Adria: recycling will not be available to the ranch; we will recycle and have to come up
with management plan for recycling
Ice Dispenser: near classroom; sell? Some type of dispenser?
RH: big 4’ packrat nest in attic;
Can add water option near trail in NW corner
Need Dog spot
Adria: LEED: pursuing new construction BH and Classroom lab; also for RH for
existing buildings; aiming for Pt but v difficult bc not local; at 74 pts for new
construction which is Au; the BH and classroom bldgs should be identical for credits;
LEED verification credit: perhaps Suresh could have grad student do this as a
project; verify, if problems put together plan of action; Peg raises major issue of
efficiency is usually never determined for most buildings

RH: thinking is to repair plumbing for upstairs fixtures; keep existing fixtures; maybe
make downstairs bedroom bathroom useable
Afternoon
Continue w/ lead pts
**For existing buildings we do have to verify for a year
**For new buildings, only have to have a plan to do things
Weather station ultimately goes on top of shop
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WBR Lab Comments
Clean Lab


Space and building design for later installation of hood (simple) vented for
chemicals: we probably won’t actually install this initially, owing to price, but we
want the building to be designed to install one in the future with necessary wiring,
venting, etc



Lab benches, maximize around walls; include central aisle of benches if there is
room; wood laminate with tough black top (will ask Jennifer to designate brand)



Matching cabinets with glass doors on walls above cabinets



If there is a center aisle of lab benches, include shelving above center of bench



Along one wall include extra deep bench for equipment



Design so that most benches have cupboards, drawers below



Design so that some bench space can be used as desk with space below for chair



Built-in desk/bench space for microscope in the clean lab



We would like a few mobile cabinets if this works



Double, large deep sink; include foot pedal to operate water (see photo)



Small eyewash/shower “faucet” near sink (see photo)



Reverse osmosis and ultra pure water systems



Electric strip above benches



Separate data drop above electric strip

Dirty lab
 Dirty lab should have area for storage along one wall; some combination of
cabinets/shelves/space for cages


Dirty lab should have benches along opposite wall



Space for refrigerator



Space for freezer



Closet with floor sink (see photo)
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Overview	
  and	
  approach	
  
My	
  current	
  teaching	
  and	
  research	
  examines	
  infrastructure	
  and	
  technological	
  
"lifecycles"	
  from	
  beginning	
  (design)	
  to	
  end	
  (obsolescence).	
  Recently	
  I've	
  been	
  
focusing	
  on	
  later	
  stages	
  of	
  these	
  lifecycles—in	
  other	
  words,	
  people	
  modifying	
  
technological	
  systems	
  and	
  decay/obsolescence,	
  followed	
  by	
  potential	
  
renovation/renewal.	
  My	
  research	
  involves	
  exploring	
  and	
  testing	
  digital	
  imaging	
  
under	
  extreme	
  conditions,	
  and	
  the	
  applied	
  portion	
  of	
  this	
  work	
  involves	
  
documenting	
  historic	
  land	
  use	
  in	
  the	
  Mojave	
  Desert,	
  although	
  a	
  few	
  of	
  my	
  
photographs	
  are	
  from	
  further	
  afield.	
  	
  
My	
  photography	
  technique	
  incorporates	
  two	
  different	
  styles,	
  depending	
  on	
  the	
  
location.	
  The	
  first	
  is	
  a	
  classic	
  neutral	
  documentary	
  style,	
  with	
  point	
  of	
  view	
  
perspectives	
  during	
  daylight	
  conditions,	
  often	
  with	
  high	
  dynamic	
  range	
  (HDR)	
  
imaging	
  to	
  cope	
  with	
  the	
  broad	
  contrasts	
  in	
  desert	
  lighting	
  and	
  close-‐ups	
  to	
  
emphasize	
  texture	
  or	
  evidence	
  of	
  accretion	
  or	
  erosion.	
  (See	
  images	
  1	
  and	
  2	
  at	
  the	
  
end	
  of	
  this	
  document	
  for	
  examples	
  of	
  HDR	
  imaging	
  under	
  desert	
  conditions.)	
  The	
  
second	
  style—low-‐light	
  and	
  nighttime	
  photography—is	
  the	
  emphasis	
  of	
  my	
  most	
  
recent	
  work.	
  Shooting	
  pictures	
  at	
  night	
  and	
  using	
  moonlight	
  and	
  light	
  painting	
  helps	
  
me	
  sidestep	
  the	
  harsh	
  daytime	
  lighting	
  in	
  the	
  desert	
  and	
  reduce	
  visual	
  clutter.	
  (See	
  
images	
  3	
  and	
  4	
  below	
  for	
  an	
  example	
  of	
  visually	
  isolating	
  a	
  building	
  in	
  the	
  desert	
  at	
  
night.)	
  In	
  contrast,	
  most	
  desert	
  photography	
  is	
  taken	
  during	
  “high	
  noon”	
  conditions,	
  
during	
  which	
  the	
  overhead	
  sun	
  reduces	
  shadows	
  and	
  creates	
  a	
  flat	
  impression	
  of	
  the	
  
landscape—this	
  time	
  period	
  is	
  popular	
  because	
  most	
  people	
  avoid	
  travelling	
  in	
  the	
  
desert	
  at	
  night.	
  
	
  
My	
  photographs	
  have	
  become	
  conversation	
  starters	
  about	
  this	
  geographic	
  region,	
  
its	
  unique	
  features,	
  and	
  about	
  land	
  use.	
  Viewers	
  comment	
  on	
  the	
  remoteness	
  of	
  the	
  
locations	
  I’ve	
  documented,	
  the	
  remnants	
  of	
  the	
  society	
  in	
  these	
  fragile	
  areas,	
  and	
  the	
  
interactions	
  of	
  humans	
  and	
  natural	
  resources	
  in	
  these	
  locations.	
  Of	
  course,	
  I	
  
document	
  but	
  do	
  not	
  myself	
  modify	
  the	
  locations,	
  except	
  by	
  leaving	
  the	
  rare	
  
footprint.	
  
	
  
My	
  usual	
  technique,	
  used	
  at	
  locations	
  such	
  as	
  in	
  the	
  Mojave	
  National	
  Preserve	
  and	
  at	
  
the	
  Desert	
  Studies	
  Center	
  at	
  Zzyzx,	
  involves	
  several	
  steps.	
  First	
  I	
  research	
  the	
  
location	
  to	
  pre-‐visualize	
  shots	
  and	
  perspectives,	
  and	
  to	
  identify	
  possible	
  dangers	
  

(barbed	
  wire,	
  dangerous	
  structures,	
  ant	
  hills,	
  holes	
  in	
  the	
  ground,	
  nails	
  and	
  broken	
  
glass,	
  and	
  so	
  on).	
  Then,	
  if	
  possible,	
  I	
  prefer	
  to	
  stay	
  overnight	
  on	
  location	
  at	
  least	
  once	
  
in	
  order	
  to	
  capture	
  the	
  environmental	
  light	
  at	
  dusk	
  (when	
  color	
  temperature	
  is	
  
higher/redder)	
  and	
  dawn	
  (when	
  it	
  shifts	
  lower/bluer,	
  as	
  seen	
  in	
  image	
  6),	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  
moonlight	
  and	
  star	
  trails.	
  Staying	
  on	
  location	
  also	
  allows	
  sufficient	
  time	
  for	
  the	
  long	
  
exposures	
  needed	
  for	
  low	
  light	
  photography.	
  Each	
  exposure	
  takes	
  several	
  minutes	
  
with	
  an	
  additional	
  period	
  needed	
  to	
  capture	
  baseline	
  sensor	
  noise	
  data	
  for	
  later	
  
processing	
  and	
  to	
  allow	
  the	
  sensor	
  to	
  cool	
  down.	
  I	
  also	
  use	
  the	
  extra	
  time	
  to	
  repeat	
  
some	
  photographs	
  with	
  different	
  lighting	
  to	
  emphasize	
  specific	
  structural	
  elements	
  
or	
  flora,	
  which	
  allows	
  me	
  to	
  later	
  combine	
  the	
  lighting	
  layers	
  (see	
  image	
  4	
  with	
  its	
  
distinctive	
  dashed	
  star	
  trail,	
  indicating	
  the	
  merging	
  of	
  three	
  images).	
  
	
  
Additional	
  steps	
  involve	
  my	
  returning	
  to	
  the	
  location	
  under	
  different	
  conditions.	
  
Visiting	
  several	
  times	
  allows	
  me	
  to	
  document	
  how	
  the	
  location	
  has	
  changed	
  using	
  
repeat	
  photography—what	
  has	
  been	
  repaired	
  or	
  damaged,	
  what	
  has	
  moved,	
  what	
  
new	
  graffiti	
  has	
  been	
  painted,	
  or	
  how	
  the	
  vegetation	
  has	
  changed.	
  (I	
  document	
  
exactly	
  how	
  I	
  take	
  the	
  photos	
  and	
  preserve	
  image	
  metadata	
  to	
  make	
  it	
  easier	
  to	
  
duplicate	
  the	
  perspective	
  in	
  future	
  shots.)	
  For	
  example,	
  using	
  repeat	
  photography	
  at	
  
the	
  Halloran	
  Summit	
  location	
  off	
  of	
  Interstate	
  15	
  (see	
  image	
  7)	
  demonstrates	
  its	
  
social	
  function,	
  even	
  though	
  the	
  building	
  is	
  abandoned,	
  because	
  of	
  evidence	
  about	
  
how	
  sofas,	
  evidence	
  of	
  bonfires,	
  graffiti	
  and	
  reading	
  materials	
  change	
  over	
  time.	
  In	
  
other	
  words,	
  there’s	
  evidence	
  of	
  it	
  being	
  a	
  surprisingly	
  social	
  location	
  when	
  viewed	
  
over	
  the	
  long	
  term,	
  but	
  it	
  does	
  not	
  appear	
  to	
  be	
  shared	
  by	
  many	
  people	
  at	
  any	
  single	
  
point	
  in	
  time.	
  
	
  
Each	
  time	
  I	
  plan	
  a	
  visit,	
  I	
  closely	
  monitor	
  weather	
  conditions	
  and	
  rise/set	
  times	
  for	
  
the	
  moon	
  and	
  sun.	
  The	
  ideal	
  conditions	
  are	
  low	
  wind	
  speeds	
  (this	
  minimizes	
  camera	
  
and	
  subject	
  movement	
  and	
  reduces	
  airborne	
  dust),	
  low	
  temperatures	
  (reduces	
  
animal	
  activity	
  and	
  sensor	
  noise),	
  and	
  minimal	
  cloud	
  cover	
  (to	
  allow	
  maximum	
  
moon	
  and	
  star	
  light).	
  Even	
  in	
  the	
  desert	
  I	
  need	
  to	
  take	
  humidity	
  into	
  account:	
  Any	
  
recent	
  rains	
  make	
  for	
  interesting	
  reflections	
  and	
  mist	
  (see	
  image	
  6	
  below),	
  but	
  the	
  
associated	
  moisture	
  can	
  cause	
  equipment	
  problems	
  if	
  temperatures	
  drop	
  below	
  the	
  
dew	
  point.	
  
	
  
I	
  focus	
  on	
  the	
  following	
  themes	
  as	
  I	
  shoot	
  at	
  each	
  location:	
  How	
  have	
  I	
  captured	
  the	
  
“feeling”	
  of	
  the	
  open	
  spaces?	
  (See	
  images	
  4	
  and	
  8	
  for	
  examples	
  of	
  isolated	
  buildings.)	
  
Have	
  I	
  captured	
  the	
  fractured	
  inside/outside	
  boundaries	
  of	
  the	
  buildings	
  that	
  we	
  
normally	
  expect	
  to	
  be	
  solid	
  and	
  secure?	
  (See	
  images	
  5,	
  6,	
  and	
  7.)	
  Have	
  I	
  captured	
  the	
  
textures,	
  and	
  contrasts	
  between	
  the	
  natural	
  decay	
  and	
  human-‐influenced	
  damage?	
  
(See	
  image	
  5.)	
  Have	
  I	
  appropriately	
  captured	
  the	
  “out-‐of-‐placeness”	
  of	
  a	
  specific	
  
artifact	
  in	
  an	
  unexpected	
  location,	
  such	
  as	
  an	
  isolated	
  building,	
  a	
  sofa	
  outdoors,	
  a	
  
glassless	
  window	
  frame,	
  a	
  detached	
  car	
  door,	
  or	
  an	
  underground	
  vent	
  popping	
  out	
  
of	
  the	
  desert?	
  (See	
  image	
  7	
  again.)	
  
	
  
Plan	
  for	
  Walking	
  Box	
  Ranch	
  location	
  
My	
  proposal	
  for	
  the	
  Walking	
  Box	
  Ranch	
  is	
  to	
  visit	
  at	
  least	
  twice:	
  First	
  to	
  study	
  the	
  
location	
  and	
  capture	
  test	
  images,	
  and	
  then	
  a	
  second	
  visit	
  to	
  follow	
  up	
  after	
  
evaluating	
  the	
  results	
  of	
  these	
  images.	
  I	
  would	
  need	
  access	
  to	
  exterior	
  and	
  interior	
  

locations	
  to	
  set	
  up	
  shots	
  and	
  lighting	
  (for	
  example,	
  as	
  in	
  image	
  5).	
  If	
  I	
  am	
  able	
  to	
  stay	
  
overnight,	
  access	
  to	
  an	
  indoor	
  sleeping	
  location	
  is	
  important	
  (as	
  at	
  the	
  Desert	
  
Studies	
  Center,	
  I	
  would	
  bring	
  my	
  own	
  sleeping	
  and	
  other	
  overnight	
  supplies).	
  
Depending	
  on	
  the	
  weather	
  conditions,	
  I	
  would	
  plan	
  the	
  first	
  visit	
  during	
  the	
  next	
  full	
  
moon	
  (+/–	
  two	
  days)	
  for	
  lighting	
  reasons,	
  and	
  before	
  any	
  substantial	
  changes	
  are	
  
made	
  to	
  the	
  location	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  capture	
  “baseline”	
  images.	
  At	
  the	
  time	
  of	
  writing	
  
this	
  proposal,	
  the	
  next	
  full	
  moon	
  is	
  Saturday,	
  March	
  19,	
  2011.	
  Although	
  the	
  weather	
  
forecasts	
  are	
  not	
  promising	
  for	
  that	
  date,	
  I	
  am	
  willing	
  to	
  attempt	
  an	
  initial	
  visit.	
  The	
  
next	
  full	
  moon	
  dates	
  are	
  Sunday,	
  April	
  17th	
  and	
  Tuesday,	
  May	
  17	
  2011.	
  I	
  have	
  
tentative	
  field	
  research	
  during	
  both	
  those	
  dates,	
  but	
  am	
  willing	
  to	
  shift	
  my	
  plans	
  if	
  
the	
  weather	
  is	
  ideal	
  for	
  shooting	
  at	
  Walking	
  Box	
  Ranch.	
  
Relevance	
  of	
  night/low	
  light	
  photography	
  for	
  Walking	
  Box	
  Ranch	
  
The	
  specific	
  relevance	
  of	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  Walking	
  Box	
  Ranch	
  is	
  as	
  follows:	
  





The	
  images	
  can	
  show	
  specific	
  moments	
  in	
  the	
  facility’s	
  renovation.	
  
The	
  images	
  can	
  show	
  times	
  and	
  perspectives	
  not	
  available	
  to	
  most	
  visitors,	
  
including	
  outside	
  normal	
  hours	
  and	
  from	
  outside	
  the	
  facility’s	
  perimeter.	
  
The	
  images	
  can	
  emphasize	
  aspects	
  of	
  the	
  location	
  relevant	
  to	
  
historical/interpretative	
  themes	
  (for	
  example,	
  remoteness,	
  isolation,	
  
openness	
  to	
  the	
  environment,	
  and	
  specific	
  renovation	
  challenges).	
  
The	
  images	
  could	
  be	
  sold	
  at	
  a	
  facility	
  gift	
  shop,	
  as	
  at	
  Kelso	
  Station	
  and	
  the	
  
Desert	
  Studies	
  Center.	
  

Photographs	
  and	
  funding	
  
I	
  would	
  be	
  willing	
  to	
  share	
  the	
  results	
  of	
  my	
  work	
  using	
  these	
  techniques	
  with	
  the	
  
Walking	
  Box	
  Ranch	
  center	
  for	
  public	
  display,	
  with	
  appropriate	
  credit.	
  I	
  have	
  had	
  
success	
  printing	
  work	
  at	
  reasonable	
  quality	
  at	
  low	
  cost	
  and	
  would	
  be	
  willing	
  to	
  
provide	
  higher	
  quality	
  prints	
  using	
  more	
  specialized	
  photo	
  services	
  at	
  higher	
  cost.	
  
In	
  terms	
  of	
  support,	
  I	
  would	
  welcome	
  a	
  small	
  grant	
  to	
  cover	
  travel	
  costs	
  and	
  
equipment	
  expenses.	
  I	
  estimate	
  this	
  to	
  be	
  about	
  $251.6	
  to	
  $313.2	
  (depending	
  on	
  
allowable	
  travel	
  costs)	
  for	
  this	
  shoot.	
  I	
  would	
  donate	
  my	
  time	
  and	
  other	
  resources.	
  
Detail	
  of	
  estimated	
  expenses	
  






Travel	
  expenses	
  for	
  241.6	
  miles	
  for	
  two	
  visits:	
  Either	
  $61.6	
  or	
  $123.2.	
  (60.4	
  
miles	
  x	
  4	
  trips	
  to	
  Walking	
  Box	
  Ranch	
  from	
  my	
  residence	
  in	
  Henderson;	
  I	
  have	
  
calculated	
  the	
  estimated	
  cost	
  at	
  either	
  the	
  .255	
  or	
  .51/mile	
  state	
  travel	
  rate)	
  
Equipment	
  expenses	
  (inc.	
  shutter,	
  lighting,	
  and	
  lens	
  maintenance)	
  ~	
  $150	
  
Food	
  and	
  misc	
  supplies	
  (batteries,	
  hand	
  warmers,	
  filters,	
  …	
  )	
  ~	
  $40	
  
Time,	
  experience,	
  and	
  post-‐processing	
  of	
  images	
  ~	
  (volunteered)	
  
Computer	
  and	
  imaging	
  software	
  ~	
  (volunteered,	
  personal	
  resources)	
  

Resulting	
  prints	
  would	
  be	
  provided	
  at	
  printing	
  cost,	
  estimated	
  at	
  about	
  $2	
  (8x12in)	
  
to	
  $10	
  (20x30in)	
  per	
  image.

Examples	
  of	
  Julian	
  Kilker’s	
  photography	
  at	
  multiple	
  sites	
  
Image	
  1:	
  Daytime	
  high	
  dynamic	
  range	
  imaging	
  emphasizes	
  land	
  use	
  (at	
  China	
  Ranch).	
  

	
  
	
  
Image	
  2:	
  Daytime	
  high	
  dynamic	
  range	
  imaging	
  captures	
  shaded	
  rust	
  and	
  corrosion	
  (at	
  
Kelso).	
  

	
  

Image	
  3:	
  Night	
  photograph	
  emphasizing	
  building	
  (and	
  the	
  rare	
  passing	
  vehicle)	
  in	
  
desert	
  context.	
  

	
  
Image	
  4:	
  Night	
  photography	
  using	
  moonlight	
  and	
  selective	
  lighting	
  (yellow	
  and	
  
purple)	
  to	
  highlight	
  both	
  the	
  building’s	
  isolation	
  and	
  its	
  open	
  interior	
  (at	
  Cima).	
  

	
  

Image	
  5:	
  Internal	
  and	
  external	
  lighting	
  used	
  to	
  highlight	
  building’s	
  damage	
  (at	
  Zzyzx).	
  

	
  
Image	
  6:	
  Dawn	
  lighting	
  (steely	
  blue,	
  with	
  an	
  emerging	
  pink	
  of	
  sunrise)	
  and	
  mist	
  
emphasize	
  features	
  of	
  this	
  abandoned	
  spa	
  structure	
  (at	
  Zzyzx).	
  

	
  

Image	
  7:	
  Repeat	
  photography	
  at	
  this	
  location	
  documents	
  its	
  apparent	
  social	
  nature	
  (at	
  
Halloran	
  Summit).	
  

	
  
Image	
  8:	
  Exterior	
  of	
  same	
  Halloran	
  Summit	
  location	
  in	
  moonlight	
  shows	
  proximity	
  to	
  
Interstate	
  15.	
  

	
  

Walking Box ranch project- quarterly progress report (January 2011 – March 2011)
Accomplishments in this Quarter:





Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer (NIP) has been added to the weather station and the
weather station has been moved to a new location.
The web interface and data management system has been improved to allow the users to
access the historic weather data.
A full technical paper on the solar PV studies has been submitted to the ASME Energy
Sustainability 2011 conference. Title: Experimental Comparison and Economic Analysis
of PV Technologies for Utility Scale Installations.
A review of the energy efficient building envelop components has been further improved.
A preliminary draft has been prepared for a journal publication. Title: Passive Building
Energy Savings: A Review of Building Envelope components.

Task 1: Renewable Energy Resource Monitoring
Previously, the weather station was located on the roof of the bunk house at walking box
ranch. Since then, a dual axis solar tracker, equipped with a Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer
(NIP) has been installed. The NIP measures direct normal irradiation (DNI)—the amount of
radiation received per unit area by a surface perpendicular to the position of the sun. This
measurement is particularly of interest when evaluating solar resources of a specific location. In
order to accommodate this newly added sensor, the entire weather station has been relocated to
the South-East corner of the tennis courts at the ranch. This will be the permanent location of the
weather station. To operate the NIP tracker a means of power delivery is necessary. There is a
power source relatively close, but an electrician must install conduit appropriately. All other
sensors are powered by a small solar panel and are currently in operations, with data being
collected through a wireless acquisition device. Installation of the NIP and completed weather
station is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer being installed (left), complete weather station
(right)
Web Interface:

The collection of meteorological data and update of database are performed regularly by
using Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS). The RTMC Web server and the
Reporting server that displays the ‘Live data’ and ‘Historic data’ respectively are being
maintained.
The web interface that is used to view the past and current meteorological information is
updated with monthly plots where the user can select the sensor and access the data
corresponding to the sensor. User can access the monthly data by selecting the ‘Monthly’ option
that is located just above the ‘Select parameter’ option as shown on the screen shot in 2 .

Figure 2. Screen shot referring to the selection of monthly data view option

The ‘Report viewer’ page as shown in Figure 3 displays the maximum and minimum
temperatures recorded daily at walking box ranch for a selected month.

Figure 3. Graphical display of the data selection
Similar monthly reports can be generated for other parameters such as:





Maximum and Minimum Relative Humidity
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Monthly and daily total solar radiation received on a horizontal surface in kWh/m2.

Task 2: Energy Efficiency in Buildings
Building Envelope Studies
A building envelope is a mantle that separates the indoor and outdoor environments of a
building. A building envelope constitutes various components such as walls, fenestration, roofs,
thermal insulation, thermal mass, external shading devices etc. A technical review of the building
envelope components has been continued during this quarter. A journal publication of this
review study is the next step towards achieving authentic endorsement from the technical
community. The article discusses various building envelope components along with their impact
on building energy. There have been significant improvements in the building envelope
components. The review includes the recent trends on various building envelope components and
their effects on the energy sustainability of a building.
Additionally, a comparative cost analysis is carried out between the ground source heat pump
technology and the PV technology. The economic and environmental benefits of using
either/both of these technologies are enumerated in detail. A few of the available federal and
regional incentive programs for both the technologies are also considered.

Task 4: Solar PV System Studies
Experimental Comparison of PV Technologies
Currently, the group is conducting a long–term experimental study of different photovoltaic
(PV) modules. The rapid growth of the PV industry has produced many distinct technologies
characterized by their materials. It is imperative that suitable technologies are chosen for a given
application. The performances of PV modules not only depend on the modules’ materials, but
environmental factors (solar radiation, module temperature, cloud cover, etc.) play a significant
role. The resources of Southern Nevada (high insolation and barren land) make this region an
attractive place for PV applications. As such, a comprehensive understanding of outdoor
performance in our distinct climate is vital for choosing appropriate modules for different
applications.

Figure 4. Experimental Set-up. Roof of TBE Building
Four distinct, commercially available, popular technologies are currently being monitored
(Figure 4): amorphorous silicon (a-Si), triple-junction amorphous silicon (a-Si TJ),
heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer silicon (HIT-Si), and polycrystalline silicon (poly-c-Si).
Data collection started on December 9, 2010. The experiment will be continued to further
characterize the different PV technologies.

Figure 5. Daily Normalized Energy vs. Daily Insolation
The initial experimental results imply the superior energy production HIT-Si (Figure 5); this
technology outperformed all others tested. We have verified temperature degradation
characteristics for the tested modules, showing that efficiencies for thin-films are nearly
independent of module temperature – within the tested temperature range (Figure 6).

Performance ratio analysis suggests that the tested modules may produce 78-86% of rated
efficiencies for winter conditions in our local climate. A more comprehensive characterization
will be performed upon available data. Initial results have been submitted to the American
Society of Mechanical Engineering for publication (“Experimental Comparison and Economic
Analysis of PV Technologies for Utility Scale Installations.” ESFuelCell2011-54265).

Figure 6. Module Temperature Dependencies

Net zero (electric) energy buildings at the Walking Box Ranch can be achieved by applying
solar PV systems. Thus, this task also focuses on identifying the most suitable PV
technology/technologies for applicability at the ranch. An economic model was developed in an
effort to compare various PV technologies available in the market. The model performs a life
cycle cost analysis of different PV technologies for different user-defined parameters of PV
installations.

Conclusion:
The overall progress of the project seems satisfactory and the pace of the project is fairly decent.
The project is expected to accomplish the forecast goals in time.

Progress Report for Walking Box Ranch Research and Education Grant

4/1/2011

Title: Multimedia Field Guides for Public Engagement at Walking Box Ranch, Mojave Desert
PI:
Dr. Scott Nowicki
Assistant Professor in Residence
UNLV Department of Geoscience
702-895-1239
scott.nowicki@unlv.edu
Project Dates:
Jan 1, 2011 - March 31, 2010
Results:
Recent work for the development of Walking Box Ranch field guides has included 1)
remote sensing and geologic data collection for the WBR area, 2) development of a preliminary
geologic/surface-type map of the region, and 3) testing of technology at the field site.
Geologic maps have been published for the region at a number of different scales for the
regions surrounding Walking Box Ranch. While compilation of the published maps, we found
that there is not consistency in coverage and scale. Therefore, we have undertaken the task of
compiling a generalized geologic map for the entire area that can be used by the public to
visualize the local geologic landscape of southern NV with sufficient precision and accuracy to
assist in geologic research. This map product is intended to be made available to the public as a
digital data product, but in addition, the map can be printed as a display or distributed. The
format will be similar to the free map for the Mojave Nation Preserve, the boundary of which is
only a few miles from the ranch. As our map nears completion, it will be reviewed by
researchers that are currently working on geologic mapping in the area.
The fundamental tools we are utilizing for the project are designed for use on commonly
available smart phones (iPhone and Android). Over the past three months, we have been testing
different visualization programs, and have settled on the GoogleMaps API as the primary
browser. We have conducted tests in and around Walking Box Ranch, and have found Verizon
Cellular's 3-G network and the on-site Wi-Fi network to be sufficient for operating the
applications and obtaining data from our servers. By all indications, the media we are producing
should be readily accessible to any user with a smartphone or computer connected to the local
Wi-Fi. The download times for audio and image files are reasonable, and show no signs that the
data-link will be a limitation.
Over the next three months, our efforts will be focused on generating media content,
including audio and video-based geologic overview of the region, treatment of basic geologic
concepts, and modules that connect the geologic and climatic history to local landscape
observations.

